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Dichotomy. Nature vs. Human

The root of our contemporary environmental crisis lies in our values as human specie 

because we assume things like:

1) A fundamental difference of wanting to separate humans from nature.

2) As humans we feel an inherent superiority over the non-human world.

3) As people we have the right to exercise control over the natural world, an ethic on the rights of natural 
elements is not restricted.



Disconnection: Numbness and Distraction

Our generation is the one is facing various crises:

1) Our senses are not well stimulated and seemed numb (food, spaces, materials..)

2) Perhaps we are oversaturated of information even the availability of wisdom

3) Design/Creation need to be constantly questioned and accepted collectively 
(Co-designed/Co-Created).
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9 recognized  biophilic values
(Stephen Kellert, 2012)  



Biomimicry-Bionics-Biodesign-Biomimetics
(Concious emulation of nature´s genius)

Solar Tree(Ross Lovegroove 2011) Termite mound/Eastgate Building Harare(Mick Pearce, 1996)

Fractal Coast (Douglas, 2007 cc)

Kingfisher/ Shinkansen  Train Japan. (Westra, 2011)



What Nature 
is telling us?



Life’s Principles
● Works with sunlight

● Use only the energy needed

● form follows function

● recycle everything

● reward for cooperation

● Protect diversity

● Demand local expertise

● Removes excess

● Touch the power of limits
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'In art we imitate nature: 
when we weave we imitate 
the spider, when we build, 
the swallow, when we sing, 
the swan and the 
nightingale'      
                
(De sollert., 20.974 A) 

Democritus



Imitatio = Inventio
                -Reinassance-

● Leone Battista: 'there is no safer way to 
beauty than to imitate nature'

● Shakespeare: ... let your tutor be your own 
discretion: (...) never exceeding the modesty 
of nature ...

● Dürer: nature has to be 'deciphered' and its 
content extracted.

Invenciones y retratos de Da Vinci.



Scientific Revolution
17th-19th Century

Galileo using his telescopic devices. A microscopic section of a one-year-old ash 
tree (Fraxinus) wood, drawing made by Antoine 
van Leeuwenhoek

● Quick accumulation 
of knowledge

● Nature begins to be 
reasonably verifiable

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ash_tree
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ash_tree


.

Paul Klee expressed 'we do not want to copy nature or imitate it, 
what we want is to be able to configure something as nature 
shapes a fruit'

Pintura de Paul Klee

How do we understand fidelity, the truth that nature expresses?



Georgy Kepes - New Landscape exhibition 
MIT 1951

The new landscape 20th Century

Modern life!
Rachel Carson and 
Buckminster Fuller in the 
60s



Projects





Rediscovering Nature



Multispecies Design 
Practice

DS



Opening Slides

From an Anthropogenic to Symbiogenic (posthuman) worldview



True Empathy

“Our approach to animal studies invites us to use 
tools to try to get into their shells, legs, fins, and 
claws, because it is only then that we, as fellow 

human animals, can begin to understand, protect, 
and positively influence their world. 

(Luisa Ruge)
Let's look for ways to interact with 
the language of nature, a language 
that shows us truth. Only then can 

we achieve a sustainable world. 
(David Sánchez)



Bat and Swift housing (various authors)



Refugio (MaliArts, Mexico)



Designing for Animals



Solaris por José Luis Gómez

Paradise C-T por Fabián Eduardo Iniesta

Descifrando los colores por Ana Karen 
Llanderal

Florence por Itzel Gálvez

Designing for plants 



How does a multispecies design 
practice fit from other current 
sociocultural movements?



Post-Humanism?



Post-Humanism

Post-Anthropocentricism

Post-Dualism

Francesca Ferrando’s Philosophical Posthumanism 

https://www.bloomsbury.com/us/philosophical-posthumanism-9781350059498/


Decentering the human in 
relation to the non-human 

Post-Humanism

Post-Anthropocentricism

Post-Dualism

Francesca Ferrando’s Philosophical Posthumanism 

https://www.bloomsbury.com/us/philosophical-posthumanism-9781350059498/


Opposing strict, rigid and 
absolute dualisms, particularly 
that can lead to hierarchical 
conceptions such as human vs. 
animal, mind vs. body

Post-Humanism

Post-Anthropocentricism

Post-Dualism

Francesca Ferrando’s Philosophical Posthumanism 

https://www.bloomsbury.com/us/philosophical-posthumanism-9781350059498/


Post-Humanism

Post-Anthropocentricism

Post-Dualism

Human experience and 
activities in pluralistic rather 
than in generalized and 
universalized terms

Francesca Ferrando’s Philosophical Posthumanism 

https://www.bloomsbury.com/us/philosophical-posthumanism-9781350059498/


Post-Humanist 
Design?



Aligns with 

- actor-network theory 
- feminist new materialism,
- object-oriented ontology
- transhumanism



Criticism from critical race 
theory and decolonial theory 
perspectives

Aligns with 

- actor-network theory 
- feminist new materialism,
- object-oriented ontology
- transhumanism



Intelligent 
Artifact?



Intelligent 
Natural 
Objects?



Forest as a Cooperative



Mycorrhizal network

‘Wood’ Wide Web



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t7M2KKTY4C8


Amongst the trees of different species 
can:

- transmit warnings that plants are 
being eaten by insects or attacked 
by pathogens

- send food or essential nutrients to 
neighbors of the same or different 
species. 

In plants of the same species:

- mycorrhizae can transmit 
phosphorous and nitrogen from 
dying plants to healthy neighbor

- transmit “piss off” signals by 
sending toxins to plants competing 
for resources nearby







Hugo Van Lawick



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mAG5TETtl9s


Human uniqueness?



What has been done?



Habeas Corpus of 
Happy the Elephant



Personhood of 
Whanganui River,
New Zealand

James Shook 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/User:JShook






Developing New 
Legal Construct

James Shook 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/User:JShook


Natural entities with some of 
the same legal rights as 
humans like companies,  and 
ships, people with disabilities, 
with guardians 



“[I]ndivisible and living 
whole, comprising the 
Whanganui River from 
the mountains to the sea, 
incorporating all its 
physical and metaphysical 
elements.”



So what?



Thinking like a tree/bird/forest provides us with ethical behavior and a 
creative lens to solve problems.

The ability to recognize the patterns of nature and apply them is today 
fundamental

  We all have the ability to re-imagine the intentions of our living 
planet.



Bee and flower in symbiosis  (cc, 2012)

Interaction with other species is key for co-designing a bio-civilization

Gardens by the bay, Singapore

Bug hotel, ArupAscBiodiversity bridge. Netherlands

Biomatrix Living machine, Manila

Treehouse forrest(concept)

Biodiversity bridge Netherlands cc)



Activity



ETNOGRAPHICAL AND 
ETHOLOGICAL TOOLS



Biological Empathy Mapping



Multispecies 
Design Strategy

Discuss as a team and write a 
short statement that includes 
how you will consider the impact 
of your works from multispecies 
perspectives. You can include: 

● How are you going about 
the life principles and 
biophilic values and 
patterns? 

● How will you increase your 
knowledge in this space?

○ Work with local 
biologists

● How will you build in the 
power mechanism for 
non-human species?

○ Work with wildlife 
preserve foundations 



                                                                     Thank you!
                                                                                                                                      

Shanghai 2100. (Luc Schuiten,2009)


